Typical run-time distribution for SLS algorithm applied to hard instance of combinatorial optimisation problem:
Qualified RTDs for various solution qualities:

![Graph showing P(solve) vs. run-time [CPU sec] for different solution qualities (0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, opt).

- P(solve) is plotted on the y-axis ranging from 0 to 1.
- Run-time [CPU sec] is plotted on the x-axis ranging from 0.01 to 1000.
- The graph includes curves for 0.2%, 0.4%, 0.6%, 0.8%, and opt solution qualities, each represented by a different line style.
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Typical solution quality distributions for SLS algorithm applied to hard instance of combinatorial optimisation problem:
Solution quality distributions for various run-times:

![Graph showing solution quality distributions for various run-times.](image)
Typical SQT curves for SLS optimisation algorithms applied to instance of hard combinatorial optimisation problem:
Typical SQT curves for SLS optimisation algorithms applied to instance of hard combinatorial optimisation problem: